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Hi everyone, and welcome to CONNECT.U Spring 2022! We’ve put together this short guide 

as a reference for you and your students to use any time you’re not sure about something or 

we haven’t explained something fully. Of course you are always welcome to message Matt 

by email (matt@hansung.ac.kr) or telegram (@mattymatiz) if you have any questions at any 

time. 

Software and Registration 

Although we’re not sending official registration forms, feel free to use this as a guide. It has 

all the relevant information we need and in the right order as well. 

We’re not sending registration forms this time as we would like to ask you to check your 

students’ information before sending us your complete lists. Many students are unfamiliar 

with Telegram, and send us the wrong information about their profile and username which 

can really slow down administrating the groups. Please take some time to convey the 

following information to your students so we can have a smooth start to the project. When 

you have all the information, please send it to us in this template. 

Telegram 

This is the app the students use most in the project. It is available both for Apple and 

Android, and we strongly recommend students get the app on their cell phone and on their 

desktop. The desktop app can be downloaded here (windows and mac) and has more 

functionality than the cell phone app.  

Setting it up 

Once the students have downloaded the app, open it and register. Whatever name they 

enter when registering will be the name other people see. 

The username is a little different. This is a unique name people use to find you on Telegram, 

and it always starts with @. You need to set this up yourself, as Telegram does not do it 

automatically. 

To set up your username, open the app and press the ‘hamburger’ in the top right corner 

(the three straight lines). In the top right corner you will see your profile as a circle. If you 

have added a picture, it will be in the circle. Otherwise it will be the initials of the name you 

registered with. Touch this circle and you will see your profile details. On this page you will 

see an option that says ‘set username’. Add a uniques name here and you’re good to go! 

mailto:matt@hansung.ac.kr
https://o365hansung-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/personal/matt_hansung_edu/EcGLQcRYKntDkKL3qO-P4aUBnzXgxupOuW9g4pAWRrVY_w?e=9Wkb5d
https://desktop.telegram.org/
https://macos.telegram.org/


Zoom 

All of us have used zoom, and your students are probably aware of how to use it too, but just 

in case please make sure they are aware that they will need to have it with a working 

camera and microphone for the duration of the project. Also point out that group leaders will 

need to record the meetings and upload them to a shared folder (we will give them and you 

the address of the folder soon.) 

Structure 

To improve on some of the aspects of the project from last semester, we’re suggesting a few 

changes to the week-to-week running of the program. Although we’ll be sending out a 

student handbook and reminding them of their obligations before we begin, it’d be helpful if 

you could make sure students know what they have to do. 

Leaders Change Weekly 

Previously leaders had a large responsibility on the running and organisation of the group, 

which could be quite stressful at times. To lessen this burden, we’ve decided to have each 

member of the group take turns as leader week-to-week. The group mentors will let 

everyone know the order of the leaders and get in touch with individual members before their 

week begins to make sure everything runs smoothly. 

Culture Video → Culture Challenge 

Rather than giving students a specific topic and requiring them to make a video about it, we 

are asking leaders to choose a culture topic they’re interested in and setting a 

challenge for that week. This can come in the form of videos, pictures, music files or any 

other creative way, but it should be original, not just a youtube link or a copied entry from 

wikipedia or some other internet source. For example, the leader might choose the topic of 

‘nightlife in your country’ and ask the group members to provide ten pictures as examples of 

nightlife. We’re hoping this will both diversify the topics of conversation and lessen the 

burden students feel about making videos. 

Weekly Chance for Zoom Meetings 

We know that scheduling live meetings is the hardest thing to do, and some groups couldn’t 

arrange even one. To help students out, we’re suggesting that leaders try to arrange a 

meeting every week. If they manage to find a time when three or more people can meet, the 

meeting can go ahead. If not then no meeting that week. We still expect students to attend 

three meetings over the course of five weeks, but now they have more opportunities to do 

so.  

We’re still debating the best method of doing this (for example maybe having one designated 

day and time each week so the students know in advance, or giving leaders the flexibility to 

arrange it themselves), but giving more options and flexibility for the meetings is high on the 

list of priorities. 



Chat Participation 

We are planning to stick with the guideline that students should have at least 20 messages 

per week and 10% of the ongoing conversation. Our process of monitoring this that seemed 

to work pretty well in block 2 of last semester is this: 

● If a student doesn’t message in 3 days, we send them a direct message asking them 

politely to contribute to the conversations. 

● If a student doesn’t message in one week, we send them an email which is CC’d to 

their teacher, reminding them of their responsibilities and how important 

participation is. We also let them know that if they don’t wish to continue in the 

project they can ignore the email and we will remove them from the group. 

● If we hear nothing in two weeks, they are removed and the teacher is notified. 

● If students are below 20 messages and 10% we send a message encouraging them. 

● If students are consistently below this criteria we contact the teacher and ask them 

to talk to the student. 

● We publicly post group leaderboards, students of excellence, and most improved to 

celebrate great work. 

Feel free to let us know if you have any issues with this process or if you have any 

suggestions for how we can improve it. 

Assessment and Certification 

As you know, we plan to offer certificates for students and assessment scores which we will 

provide to teachers. The criteria for these will be chat participation, zoom attendance, and 

completion of culture challenges. We will monitor participation, and we ask leaders to 

complete a checklist for their group members about zoom attendance and culture 

challenges. Each criteria is worth 33.3%, and we round up to 100. 

We will offer four levels of certificate:  

● 50 - 60% gets a certificate of attendance, with an estimate of 20 minutes work per 

week printed on the certificate. (Total 1 hour 40 minutes) 

● 70 - 79% gets a certificate of completion, with an estimate of 60 minutes work per 

week printed on the certificate.  (Total 5 hours) 

● 80 - 89% gets a certificate of achievement, with an estimate of 80 minutes work per 

week printed on the certificate. (Total 6 hours 40 minutes) 

● >90% gets a certificate of excellence with an estimate of 90 minutes work per week 

printed on the certificate.  (Total 7 hours 30 minutes) 

These will be awarded after every five week block. 

Weekly Reports 

Every week we send a link to a shared folder that contains information on your students 

progress for the previous week.This folder contains: 

● Chat participation (amount of messages sent and percentage of total conversation). 

● Culture challenge and zoom attendance checklist. 

● Copies of the exported chats. These are viewed best as html files, so it’s best to 

download the file and open it in a browser rather than view straight from the folder. 

● Leaderboards. 

● Any excellent work we’ve managed to capture and want to highlight for you. 



 

That’s all for now. As always feel free to offer any suggestions or feedback, and send a 

question any time. 

 


